
“Nothing can dim the light that shines from within” – Maya Angelou 

Intake form Kinesiology & Hypnotherapy!!!
Name:  Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss ____________________________________ Todays Date: ____/____/____!!
Address:___________________________________________________________________________!!
_________________________________________________________________P/Code: __________!!
Phone: (H/W): _______________ (M): ____________________Email: _________________________!!!
Date of Birth: _____/______/______Age: _______ Sex:   M  /  F    Marital Status: _________________!!
Occupation: ________________________________________________________________________!!
Emergency Contact: Name_______________________________ Phone:_______________________!!!
Who may we thank for recommending you to our clinic?: _____________________________________!!
GP: ______________________________________________________________________________!!
Other health professional(s): ___________________________________________________________!!
Have you ever experienced Kinesiology or Hypnosis before?__________________________________!!
If ‘Yes’ by whom and for what purpose____________________________________________________!!
Health History:!!
Teeth: Amalgam Fillings (ever) Y/N If Y how many? ___Gold Fillings (ever) Y/N Root Canal Fillings Y/N !!
Before you where born did your mother have: Amalgam Fillings Y/N Gold Fillings Y/N !
Don’t know Y/N !!
Have you ever had: Dental Braces Y/N   Sprained Ankle/s Y/N    Mammogram/s Y/N !!
Major Surgery / Accidents / Illness: ______________________________________________________!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
Past traumas (physical or emotional): ____________________________________________________!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
Energy (please circle):   High!  Medium   Low    Variable    General Health:    High    Medium   Low!!
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Please indicate below the areas of the body where you are currently experiencing symptoms/pain:!
!!

Describe your symptoms/pain:_______________________________________________________!!!
Habits, Drugs & Supplements:!!
How many hours do you sleep each night? ________You retire at: __________ You arise at: ________!!
How well do you sleep? How rested are you upon waking? ___________________________________!!
Bowel Movements per Day:_________Passing Urine per Day:_________ Menstrual Cycle:_________!!
How often do you exercise? ___________________________________________________________!!
If applicable, what sort of exercise do you do and for how long? _______________________________!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
Do you smoke? Yes / No   How many per day? ___________ How long have you smoked? _________!!
What drugs (medical/contraception or other including hormones) are you presently taking? !!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
What vitamins or mineral supplements are you taking? (include brand name and dosage): __________!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!!!
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Diet:!!
Please indicate what you EAT and DRINK during your NORMAL daily routine.!!
Food preferences (circle):!!
Meat & 3 Veg! ! Vegetarian! ! Vegan! ! Paleo! ! High Protein!!
Wheat Free! ! Gluten Free! ! Dairy Free! Other: ___________________________!!!
Daily intake: Sugar:! Coffee:!      Tea:           Soft Drinks              Alcohol:              Water:! !!
If applicable circle which food(s) you crave:     Sweet  /  Pungent  /  Salty  /  Sour  /  Bitter!!
Is there anything that you eat and drink that you would like to stop? ____________________________!!
Reasons why you are here (Include history of current problem):!!

NOTE: Be sure to answer in as much detail and honesty as possible so we can work together to maximise 
your results.!!

What would you like to work on in this Kinesiology/Hypnotherapy session?!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!!
What do you not have in your life that you now want?!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
What relevant patterns have you noticed occurring in your life so far?!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!!
What are you putting off out of fear?!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!
__________________________________________________________________________________!!!!!
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!
Client Disclosure & Agreement:!!
1. What to Expect: Your alternative health care practitioner has been trained and certified in Kinesiology, 
Hypnosis, Ayurveda, NLP, EFT and Coaching. The session will probably be different from what you might 
have expected. It is very important for us to discover the internal thought process of HOW you create the 
problem. That means that we are looking for your strategy, or how you structure the problem. Because our 
focus is on structure, that means that, once we discover it, we can move on and focus on having the problem 
disappear very quickly. Because of this, De-Anne may cut short your answers or even talk about your 
problem in ways that you have never considered. She may even ask you questions that you do not totally 
understand consciously in order for your Unconscious Mind to make the changes you want at the 
unconscious level. It is important to do this so that we can reduce the time taken for the changes to take 
place. If you have been in a therapy session before, expect that this one will be very different, and quite a bit 
shorter. !!
Kinesiology is a fast, gentle, safe, effective, natural, wholistic noninvasive therapy to relieve all different 
types of stresses to help you function better and have more energy. It uses muscle testing access 
information on what is going on in the body/mind (biofeedback) and uses a combination of Traditional 
Chinese Medicine, Acupressure, Chiropractic balancing techniques, Reiki techniques and Coaching to clear 
emotional, physical and biochemical blockages and therefore energetically reduce stress.!!
Hypnosis is a relaxed state similar to that of meditation where you are relaxed yet are aware. The mind in 
this state is open and receptive to receiving suggestions of positive change. This is the use of trance to 
make changes at the unconscious level. Hypnosis has been used to produce unconscious change with 
clients since 1843. De-Anne Joseph is trained and certified as a Hypnotherapist by the American Board of 
Hypnotherapy. Since Hypnosis may be used during your session, for your safety you should make 
sure that you are totally wide awake before driving or doing any other activity that may require 
concentration.!!
2. This is the Process: A session is 120, 90, 60 or 30 minutes long. We begin with you telling us the 
problem. We will ask you for examples of the problem and other questions to discover HOW you do it in your 
head. We will also probe to discover the source of the problem-the precipitating event(s). Some time before 
the end of this part of the session we will ask you what has to happen so you will know the problem is gone. 
During this time we will work together, peeling back the layers, to provide you with insight so you leave 
feeling empowered and able to take control of your life. Over the course of the session we will outline a goal. 
We will then use a whole range of different techniques to determine where the imbalances are and how you 
can best clear them. !
I want to stress that at all times you are in control of this session. If you feel uncomfortable or confused or 
curious do not hesitate to say so. The most important and valuable aspect of Kinesiology & Hypnotherapy is 
that you, the client is the one making the changes and shifts. By taking this responsibility you will see great 
shifts after the session is complete. !!
While, during the session, we will offer you advice and other ways of looking at your problem and its 
solutions for your consideration, you hereby agree that whatever we discuss is only our perspective and is 
not binding upon you, nor is it a prescription.!!
3. After the Session: We will assign you some very specific tasks to do. These tasks are, absolutely, a 
fundamental part of the session. They may take up to several days or weeks to complete. The tasks are 
directly related to the circumstances that created the problem. YOU MUST DO THEM. If you do not, then 
neither you nor we can predict the outcome of the therapy or coaching. Certainly, any guarantees will not be 
valid if you do not do the tasking. !
The second thing that it important is that you will need to stubbornly focus on what you want. The people 
who are the happiest over-all in life are those who recognise that you have a choice to focus on what you 
don't want or what you do want. You can focus on negative emotions and things that make you feel bad, or 
you can focus on positive emotions and things that make you feel good. It is your choice. After the session, 
YOU MUST FOCUS ON WHAT YOU WANT. !
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Finally, if your old pattern rears its ugly head, then you must refuse to run that pattern again. Please 
remember that we have the utmost total and complete respect for you and absolutely no respect for 
your old problem. !!
4. This is Alternative or Complementary Health Care and Therapy: Your Practitioner is a legal 
Complementary Healthcare Provider, and not a licensed Medical Doctor, Psychologist, Psychiatrist, Master’s 
in Family and Child Counselling (MFCC), or a Master’s in Social Work (MSW). The services you receive are 
not licensed in this state, nor does a governmental body regulate them. We will always provide only those 
services in which we have been trained, and if we find that we cannot help you, we will refer you to a 
licensed person who can assist you.!!
5. Confidentiality: All clients’ information is kept strictly confidential and is for our internal use only, 
excluding any testimonials or referrals that are agreed upon. (Importantly, we are required in some states to 
share information about child abuse with state bodies that oversee such matters). !!
6. Cancellation Policy: We agree to provide one another with at least 24 hours notice if a session cannot be 
attended. If notice is not given in this time, a charge of 50% of your scheduled fee will be applied. If either of 
us wishes to stop our working relationship before completion of the sessions of this coaching program, we 
agree to inform each other in writing. If terminated by the client (unless otherwise agreed in writing) the client 
will pay for the sessions not completed. If terminated by the coach, a refund will be made of all advanced 
payments for unused sessions.!!
7. Your Guarantee: All work that we do IS guaranteed. That means that you will receive the support and 
follow-up to ensure that you get the results you wanted. We guarantee our work because our experience has 
shown us that our clients always get results. The guarantee works like this: !
You must finish the program. That means, attend every session. You must go through the entire process of 
therapy or coaching all the way to the end. You must do the tasking after the session, and you need to do it 
fully and completely. Having done this and allowed some time (say up to 2 weeks) for the process to 
integrate then we agree to work with you until your problem is gone. !!
8. Your Choice, Your Responsibility: While, during the session, we will offer you advice and other ways of 
looking at your problem and its solutions for your consideration, you hereby agree that whatever we discuss 
is only our perspective and is not binding upon you, nor is it a prescription. If you want to discuss our 
suggestions with someone else, you should discuss them with a licensed health care provider. It is your 
responsibility to confirm whether or not any changes we made produced the desired results. It is your 
responsibility to communicate your results to us. Our liability is limited to the amount paid for the therapy. !!
Declaration: I declare the above information is true and correct and I have not withheld any information that 
may be relevant to my session. I will not hold De-Anne Joseph or Better Balance Chiropractic responsible for 
any errors or omissions that I may have made in completion of this form. I have disclosed all medical 
conditions I am aware of and will inform De-Anne Joseph/Better Balance Chiropractic of any changes in the 
future of my health status. !!

I understand that Kinesiology/Hypnotherapy does not treat disease - it only balances energy.!!
I also understand I must give at least 24 hours notice of cancellation !

of an appointment or a cancellation fee may be charged.!!!
Client Name:                                                                             !!
Signed:                                                                            Date:                    ! !
 !!
Practitioner Name:   De-Anne Joseph!!
Signed:                                                                             Date:                    !


